
Trusted: 20 years on the international market

Universal: seamlessly works with 2,800+ GPS 
device models

Flexible: delivered as a cloud and server-based 
solution where you can configure every parameter

Supportive: 24/7 technical assistance to
2,400+ partners globally

Large-scale:Comprehensive: 3,3 million assets 
tracked in 150+ countries

Extra: industry-specific functionality

Abrangente: 300+ monitoring parameters to 
control and report on

   Real-time tracking and analytics. Enhance your 
fleet performance, keep the cargo safe at all times, 
make employees drive responsibly, and save money 
on maintenance.

   Fuel consumption control. Monitor fuel consump-
tion in all types of vehicles, diesel generators, and 
filling stations.

   Maintenance control. Reduce operation costs, 
avoid critical breakdowns, and reduce the time spent 
at the service station.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

VIDEO TELEMATICS

Fleet management

FLEET MANAGEMENT

DRIVER SCORINGThe ultimate platform for
GPS tracking and IoT



Prevent product waste and ensure the cold 
chain by controlling the temperature inside 
the refrigerator trucks and stationary cooling 
chambers.

    Effortlessly configure emperature param-
eters and track them in real time.

    Collect and analyze temperature data 
from trackers and sensors.

    Get alerts in case of temperature deviations 
or when operators forget to close the refriger-
ator door properly.

    Take advantage of comprehensive 
reports and graphs to follow temperature 
changes within specified periods.

    Plan maintenance of refrigerators in 
advance

Create a customizable driving quality assess-
ment model based on violation criteria. 
Improve fleet and staff safety, reduce fuel 
costs, and enhance cargo integrity and pres-
ervation.

   Detailed presentation of driving quality 
for each vehicle in a user-friendly visual 
format.

   Access to the details on violations with 
tracks and event markers on the map. 

   Driving quality evaluation based on various 
criteria and driver ranking based on their 
overall performance.

   Violation criteria presets for vehicles, 
buses, and trucks for quick configuration.

Temperature control

Driver scoring



BUENOS AIRES
+54 11 3221 8194

Video telematics

Wialon brings together GPS tracking and video 
telematics in one platform for you to reduce 
accident rates and improve safety on the road.

   Use video playback and livestream to capture, 
observe and analyze any road events you might 
need to make decisions for your business.

   View videos from reports or request previously 
saved videos: accurate unbiased footage enables 
precise incident analysis.

   Effortlessly configure your devices for a quick 
start.

   Work with the video software compatible with 
various MDVRs and available in web and mobile app 
versions.
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